MARE WITH COLT FOAL AT FOOT, consigned by The Castlebridge
Consignment

Will Stand at Park Paddocks, Somerville Paddock O, Box 273

**MZYOON (IRE)**

(2013)
A Bay Mare

- Galileo (IRE)
- Sadler's Wells (USA)
- Urban Sea (USA)
- Key of Luck (USA)
- Ela's Gold (IRE)

**Northern Dancer**
- Fairy Bridge (USA)
- Miswaki (USA)
- Allegretta
- Chief's Crown (USA)
- Balbonella (FR)
- Ela-Mana-Mou
- Majestic’s Gold

With a BAY COLT FOAL by Exceed And Excel (AUS) (foaled 11th April, 2020)
Covered by NIGHT OF THUNDER (IRE). Last Service May 24th; believed **NOT** to be in foal.

**MZYOON (IRE)**, unraced;

Dam of **one winner**:

**2017** ZEGALO (IRE) (c. by Zoffany (IRE)), won 2 races at 2 and 3 years, 2020 and placed 4 times, all his starts to date.

**2018** Fast Moon (IRE) (c. by Fastnet Rock (AUS)), ran once at 2 years, 2020.

**2019**
(c. by Kodiak (GB)).

**2020**
(c. by Exceed And Excel (AUS)).

1st Dam

**HIGH SOCIETY (IRE)**, won 3 races at 2 and 3 years at home and in U.S.A. and £119,583 including Rochestown Stakes, Leopardstown, *L.* and La Habra Stakes, Santa Anita, *L.*, placed second in Senorita Stakes, Hollywood Park, *Gr.3*, third in Honeymoon Breeders’ Cup Handicap, Hollywood Park, *Gr.2* and Anglesey Stakes, Curragh, *Gr.3*;
dam of **five winners** from 6 runners and 8 foals of racing age viz-


**BYRON BLUE (IRE)**, won 1 race at 3 years and placed 4 times; also won 3 races over hurdles and £23,382 and placed 13 times.

**NESTA (IRE)**, won 4 races to 2019 in New Zealand.

**MELANDIA (IRE)**, won 2 races at 3 years abroad and placed 3 times; dam of a winner viz-

**STAR GYPSY (FR)** (f. by Key of Luck (USA)), won 6 races at 2 to 6 years and £24,839.

**ELIZABETO (IRE)**, won 5 races in France and abroad and £31,827 and placed 6 times.

**MR MISTER (IRE)**, won 2 races at home and abroad and £17,156 and placed twice.

Social Set (IRE), ran once at 3 years; dam of winners.

**CHINA’S STORM (IRE)**, 1 race at 3 years, 2020 and placed once.

2nd Dam

**ELA’S GOLD (IRE)**, placed 3 times at 4 and 5 years;
dam of **five winners** from 7 runners and 7 foals of racing age including-

**HIGH SOCIETY (IRE)** (f. by Key of Luck (USA)), see above.

**DESERT RICHES (IRE)**, won 6 races abroad and £24,839.

**ELIZABETO (IRE)**, won 5 races in France and abroad and £31,827 and placed 6 times.

**MR MISTER (IRE)**, won 2 races at home and abroad and £17,156 and placed twice.

Social Set (IRE), ran once at 3 years; dam of winners.

**CHINA’S STORM (IRE)**, 1 race at 3 years, 2020 and placed once.

3rd Dam

**MAJESTIC’S GOLD**, unraced;
dam of **six winners** from 8 runners and 12 foals of racing age including-

**MUHIM**, won 8 races at home and in Hong Kong including Queen Elizabeth II Cup, Sha Tin, *L.*, placed second in Hong Kong Gold Cup, Sha Tin, *L.*

The next dam **MAJESTIC**, won 2 races and placed 6 times;
dam of **five winners** from 8 runners and 11 foals of racing age including-